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ABSTRACT

We consider the partial derivatives of travel time with respect to both spatial
coordinates and perturbation parameters. These derivatives are very important in
studying wave propagation and have already found various applications in smooth
media without interfaces. In order to extend the applications to media composed
of layers and blocks, we derive the explicit equations for transforming these travel–
time derivatives of arbitrary orders at a general smooth curved interface between two
arbitrary media. The equations are applicable to both real–valued and complex–valued
travel time. The equations are expressed in terms of a general Hamiltonian function
and are applicable to the transformation of travel–time derivatives in both isotropic
and anisotropic media. The interface is specified by an implicit equation. No local
coordinates are needed for the transformation.

Keywords : ray theory, Hamilton–Jacobi equation, eikonal equation, travel time
(action), spatial derivatives of travel time, perturbation derivatives of travel time,
reflection or refraction at curved interfaces, anisotropy, bianisotropy, heterogeneous
media, paraxial approximation, Gaussian beams, wave propagation

1. INTRODUCTION

Travel time, also referred to as action, is a function of spatial coordinates. The
spatial coordinates may be arbitrary, including curvilinear coordinates. Travel time
satisfies a general partial differential equation of the first order, called the Hamilton–
Jacobi equation. For example, various eikonal equations represent important special
cases of the Hamilton–Jacobi equation.

Travel time may also depend on one or more perturbation parameters, which
parametrize the Hamilton–Jacobi equation. The partial derivatives of travel time
with respect to spatial coordinates are referred to as spatial derivatives, whereas
the partial derivatives of travel time with respect to perturbation parameters are
referred to as perturbation derivatives.
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In smooth media, travel time and its first–order spatial derivatives can be calcu-
lated by solving the non–linear ordinary differential equations for rays (geodesics)
derived by Hamilton (1837) and called Hamilton’s equations (equations of geodesics,
ray–tracing equations). The first–order spatial derivatives of travel time (the compo-
nents of the slowness vector, called the components of normal slowness by Hamilton)
can be transformed at smooth curved interfaces using Snell’s law in the form derived
by Hamilton (1837, Eq. C7).

In smooth media, the second–order spatial derivatives of travel time can be
calculated along the rays by solving the linear ordinary differential equations derived
by Červený (1972). The second–order spatial derivatives of travel time can be
transformed at smooth curved interfaces using the equation derived by Hamilton
(1837, Eq. V7).

In smooth media, the third–order and higher–order spatial derivatives of travel
time and all perturbation derivatives of travel time can be calculated along the
unperturbed rays by simple numerical quadratures using the equations derived by
Klimeš (2002a). These equations have already found various applications (Duchkov
and Goldin, 2001 ; Klimeš, 2002b, 2006, 2013 ; Bulant and Klimeš, 2002, 2008 ;
Goldin and Duchkov, 2003 ; Klimeš and Bulant, 2004, 2006, 2012, 2014, 2015,
2016 ; Červený et al., 2008 ; Červený and Pšenč́ık, 2009 ; Klimeš and Klimeš, 2011 ;
Shekar and Tsvankin, 2014 ; Zheng, 2010 ), and it is desirable to extend the equa-
tions and their applications to media composed of layers and blocks separated by
smooth curved interfaces. The perturbation derivatives are especially important
for the coupling ray theory and for travel–time inversion. The spatial fourth–order
derivatives of travel time are necessary for calculating the first–order term of the
ray series in order to estimate the inaccuracy of the zero–order ray theory. The
fourth–order and higher–order derivatives of travel time are essential for studying
the paraxial Super–Gaussian beams (Klimeš, 2013 ).

In this paper, we thus derive the explicit equations for transforming any spatial
and perturbation derivatives of travel time at a general smooth curved interface
between two arbitrary media. The equations are applicable to both real–valued
and complex–valued travel time. The equations are expressed in terms of a gen-
eral Hamiltonian function and are applicable to travel–time derivatives of arbitrary
orders in smooth heterogeneous media, both isotropic and arbitrarily anisotropic
or bianisotropic. The interface represents the surface at which the Hamiltonian
function or its partial derivatives may be discontinuous. The interface is specified
by an implicit equation. No local coordinates are needed for the transformation of
travel–time derivatives.

We follow the approach of Hamilton (1837). Section 2 is devoted to the speci-
fication of the problem and to the description of the notation used hereinafter for
partial derivatives. The derivation of equations for transforming the first–order and
second–order derivatives of travel time in Sections 3 and 4 follows the corresponding
derivation by Hamilton (1837), but it is generalized towards perturbation derivatives
and mixed spatial–perturbation derivatives.

The derivation is then extended to the transformation of the third–order and
fourth–order derivatives of travel time in Sections 5 and 6. The equations for
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transforming any higher–order spatial and perturbation derivatives of travel time
at a curved interface between two arbitrary media are given in Section 7.

We present three examples of application of the proposed transformation relations
in Section 8 in order to illustrate the notation used and the equations derived.

We use the componental notation for vectors and matrices. For example, pi

stands for the covariant vector with components pi. The Einstein summation over
repetitive indices is used throughout the paper.

2. TRAVEL TIME AT A SMOOTH INTERFACE

Travel time τ(xi, fα) is a function of spatial coordinates xi, and may also depend
on one or several perturbation parameters fα. We consider a smooth interface
implicitly described by equation (Hamilton, 1837, Eq. B7)

F (xi, fα) = 0 . (1)

The interface represents the surface at which the Hamiltonian function or its partial
derivatives of an arbitrary order may be discontinuous. Note that perturbation
derivatives F,α describe perturbations of the interface.

We denote the incident travel time by τ̃(xi, fα). It satisfies the Hamilton–Jacobi
equation (Hamilton, 1837, Eq. C)

H̃
(
xi, τ̃,j(x

m, fµ), fα
)

= C̃ , (2)

where Hamiltonian function H̃ = H̃(xi, pj , f
α) and constant C̃ are given, but we

do not need this equation, because the incident travel time and its spatial and
perturbation derivatives are assumed to be known along the interface.

The transformed travel time τ(xi, fα) satisfies the Hamilton–Jacobi equation
(Hamilton, 1837, Eq. F7)

H
(
xi, τ,j(x

m, fµ), fα
)

= C , (3)

where Hamiltonian function H = H(xi, pj, f
α) and constant C are given. The

domains for solving Hamilton–Jacobi equations (2) and (3) are situated on the
same side of the interface if travel time τ(xi, fα) corresponds to a reflected wave,
and on the opposite sides if travel time τ(xi, fα) corresponds to a refracted wave.
The positions of the domain for solving Hamilton–Jacobi equation (3) should be
prescribed uniquely by the ray code (Červený et al., 1988, Sec. 4 ; Červený, 2001,
Sec. 3.2.2 ).

The transformed travel time must be equal to the incident travel time along the
interface (Hamilton, 1837, Eq. A7),

τ(xi, fα) = τ̃ (xi, fα) (4)

for xi satisfying constraint (1). Condition (4) thus represents the initial conditions
for Hamilton–Jacobi equation (3). We have to seek expressions for the spatial and
perturbation derivatives of the transformed travel time τ in terms of the spatial and
perturbation derivatives of the incident travel time τ̃ .
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Hamiltonian function H = H(xi, pj , f
α) is a function of spatial coordinates xi, of

slowness–vector components pi, and may also depend on one or several perturbation
parameters fα. We use notation

H
,a...f
,i...nα...ν =

∂

∂pa

...
∂

∂pf

∂

∂xi
...

∂

∂xn

∂

∂fα
...

∂

∂fν
H (5)

for the partial derivatives of the Hamiltonian function, and the analogous notation
for the partial derivatives of other functions such as F (xi, fα), τ̃ (xi, fα), τ(xi, fα).

The equations for the transformation of perturbation derivatives of travel time
have the same form as the equations for the transformation of spatial derivatives of
travel time. We thus unify spatial coordinates xi with perturbation parameters fα

and denote these extended coordinates by xi,

xi = (xi, fα) . (6)

Extended coordinate xi represents both xi and fα. Derivative H,i represents both
H,i and H,α, derivative H,ij represents H,ij , H,αj , H,iβ and H,αβ , etc., and analo-
gously for other functions.

3. TRANSFORMATION OF THE FIRST–ORDER
DERIVATIVES OF TRAVEL TIME

Condition (4) means that interface (1) should simultaneously represent the zero
isosurface of function τ(xi, fα)− τ̃ (xi, fα), whose gradient should thus be a multiple
of the gradient of function F (xi, fα). We shall refer to the corresponding factor as
the Lagrange multiplier.

We differentiate condition (4) with respect to xi and fα under constraint (1).
We obtain Snell’s law (Hamilton, 1837, Eq. C7)

τ,i = τ̃,i + F,i λ (7)

and analogous law
τ,α = τ̃,α + F,α λ (8)

for perturbation derivatives. Here λ = λ(xm, fµ) is the Lagrange multiplier defined
for xi satisfying constraint (1). Note that perturbation derivatives F,α describe
perturbations of the interface.

Since the transformed travel time τ must satisfy Hamilton–Jacobi equation (3),
the Lagrange multiplier can be calculated from non–linear, usually algebraic, equa-
tion

H
(
xi, τ̃,j + F,j λ, fµ

)
= C . (9)

Note that the Hamiltonian function used in Eq. equation (9) is often different
from the Hamiltonian function used in Hamilton’s equations for rays, especially
in anisotropic or bianisotropic media. In this way, the Hamiltonian function used in
Eq. (9) is often different from the Hamiltonian function used in all other trans-
formation equations for the spatial and perturbation derivatives of travel time.
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For example, in wave propagation in anisotropic or bianisotropic media, various
functions of the eigenvalues of the Kelvin–Christoffel matrix may be used as the
Hamiltonian function in Hamilton’s equations and in the transformation equations
for the derivatives of travel time, whereas the determinant of the Kelvin–Christoffel
matrix is used as the Hamiltonian function in Eq. (9).

Equation (9) usually has several solutions λ, which correspond to different kinds
of the transformed travel time. Only half of the solutions usually correspond to the
given side of the interface, i.e. to the correct sign of H ,qF,q. The Lagrange multiplier
should be properly selected from the solutions of Eq. (9). The selection should be
prescribed uniquely by the ray code (Červený et al., 1988, Sec. 4 ; Červený, 2001,
Sec. 3.2.2 ). Note that the ray code may even prescribe termination of tracing rays
and calculating travel time in some cases, e.g., for imaginary solution λ in real–valued
coordinates xi.

The selected Lagrange multiplier λ can then be inserted into Snell’s law (7) and
transformation equation (8), which may be expressed in common form

τ,i = τ̃,i + F,i λ , (10)

where the underlined lower–case subscripts represent both the lower–case and Greek
subscripts.

4. TRANSFORMATION OF THE SECOND–ORDER
DERIVATIVES OF TRAVEL TIME

We apply an analogous approach to that in the previous section, but now to
condition (10) rather than to condition (4). For each subscript i, we differentiate
condition (10) with respect to xj under constraint (1) and obtain condition (Hamil-
ton, 1837, Eq. R7)

τ,ij = τ̃,ij + F,ij λ + F,i λ,j + F,j λi , (11)

where λi = λi(x
m, fµ) is the corresponding Lagrange multiplier. These Lagrange

multipliers are defined for xm satisfying constraint (1).
We introduce projection operator

Nij = (F,rF,r)
−1F,iF,j (12)

onto the normal to the interface, and projection operator

Eij = δij − Nij (13)

onto the plane tangent to the interface. Since τ,ij is symmetric with respect to its
subscripts,

NaiEbjτ,ij = NaiEbjτ,ji . (14)

We insert Eq. (11) into Eq. (14), and arrive at

Eajλ,j = Eajλj . (15)
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Since Najλ,j is not defined by Eq. (9), we may put

Najλ,j = Najλj . (16)

The summation of Eqs (15) and (16) yields

λ,i = λi , (17)

and condition (11) reads

τ,ij = Tij + F,i λj + F,j λi , (18)

where the values of

Tij = τ̃,ij + F,ij λ (19)

are known. Lagrange multiplier λ is determined by Eq. (9), and is used in transfor-
mation relation (10) for the first–order derivatives.

We differentiate Hamilton–Jacobi equation (3) with respect to xi (Hamilton,
1837, Eq. T7),

H,i + H,rτ,ri = 0 . (20)

We insert Eg. (18) into Eq. (20), and arrive at (Hamilton, 1837, Eq. U7)

H,i + H ,rTri + F,iH
,rλr + H ,rF,r λi = 0 . (21)

We formally define
H ,α = 0 , (22)

and express identity (21) as
(
H ,rF,rδ

a

i + F,iH
,a

)
λa = −Si , (23)

where

Si = H,i + H ,rTri . (24)

The inverse matrix to (
H ,rF,rδ

a

i + F,iH
,a

)
(25)

is
(H ,qF,q)

−1
[
δ

i
a − (2H ,sF,s)

−1F,aH ,i
]

. (26)

Then
λa = −(H ,qF,q)

−1
[
δ

i
a − (2H ,sF,s)

−1F,aH ,i
]
Si , (27)

which may also be expressed as

λi = −(H ,qF,q)
−1Si + 1

2 (H ,qF,q)
−2F,i H ,rSr . (28)

We normalize F,i so that its scalar product with H ,i is unity,

Ni = (H ,qF,q)
−1F,i . (29)
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Relation (28) then reads

λi = (H ,qF,q)
−1

(
−Si + 1

2Ni H ,rSr

)
. (30)

Relation (18) with Eqs (19) and (28) represents the explicit equation for the transfor-
mation of the second–order derivatives of travel time at a curved interface between
two arbitrary media.

Transformation relation (18) with inserted Lagrange multipliers (28) reads

τ,ij = Tij − (H ,qF,q)
−1

[
F,iSj + F,jSi − (H ,pF,p)

−1F,iF,j H ,rSr

]
(31)

(Hamilton, 1837, Eq. V7), where Si is given by Eq. (24). Transformation relation
(31) may be expressed more concisely in terms of normalized gradient (29),

τ,ij = Tij − NiSj − NjSi + NiNj H ,rSr . (32)

This transformation relation could also be obtained directly from transformation
relation (18) with Eqs (29) and (30).

5. TRANSFORMATION OF THE THIRD–ORDER
DERIVATIVES OF TRAVEL TIME

We differentiate condition (11) with respect to xk under constraint (1) and obtain
condition

τ,ijk = τ̃,ijk + F,ijk λ + F,ij λ,k + F,ik λ,j + F,jk λi + F,i λ,jk + F,j λi,k + F,k λij , (33)

where λij = λij(x
m, fµ) is the corresponding Lagrange multiplier. These Lagrange

multipliers are defined for xm satisfying constraint (1).
Since τ,ijk is symmetric with respect to its subscripts,

NajEbkτ,ijk = NajEbkτ,ikj . (34)

We insert condition (33) into relation (34), and arrive at

Eakλi,k = Eakλik . (35)

Since Nakλi,k is not defined, we may put

Nakλi,k = Nakλik . (36)

The summation of conditions (35) and (36) yields

λi,j = λij . (37)

We insert Eqs (17) and (37) into condition (33),

τ,ijk = Tijk + F,iλjk + F,jλik + F,kλij , (38)

where the values of

Tijk = τ̃,ijk + F,ijk λ + F,ij λk + F,ik λj + F,jk λi (39)
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are known. Lagrange multiplier λ is determined by Eq. (9), and is used in transfor-
mation relation (10) for the first–order derivatives. Lagrange multipliers λi are given
by relation (30), and are used in transformation relation (18) for the second–order
derivatives.

We differentiate identity (20) with respect to xj ,

H,ij + H
,r
i τ,rj + H

,r
j τ,ri + H ,rsτ,riτ,sj + H ,rτ,rij = 0 . (40)

We insert Eq. (38) into Eq. (40), and arrive at

H,ij+H
,r
i τ,rj+H

,r
j τ,ri+H ,rsτ,riτ,sj+H ,rTrij+F,iH

,r λrj+F,jH
,r λri+H ,rF,r λij = 0 .

(41)
We express identity (41) as

H ,rF,r λij + F,i H ,rλrj + F,j H ,rλri = −Sij , (42)

where

Sij = H,ij + H
,r
i τ,rj + H

,r
j τ,ri + H ,rsτ,riτ,sj + H ,rTrij . (43)

Analogously to solution (28) of Eq. (23), which has the form of

λi = −(H ,qF,q)
−1Si+F,iA , (44)

we shall search for the solution of Eq. (42) in the form

λij = −(H ,qF,q)
−1Sij + F,iAj + F,jAi + F,iFjA . (45)

Here we use unknowns A and Ai in Eq. (45) only locally, and A has no relation
to A in Eq. (44). We insert Eq. (45) into Eq. (42),

−Sij − (H ,qF,q)
−1

(
F,i H ,rSrj + F,j H ,rSri

)

+ 2H ,rF,r

(
F,iAj + F,jAi

)
+ F,iF,j H ,rAr + 3H ,rF,r F,iF,jA = −Sij .

(46)

We fit the terms with single gradient F,i by

Ai = 1
2 (H ,qF,q)

−2H ,rSri , (47)

and then the terms with dyadic product F,iF,j by

A = − 2
3 (H ,qF,q)

−1H ,rAr = − 1
3 (H ,qF,q)

−3H ,rSrsH
,s . (48)

We insert Eqs (47) and (48) into Eq. (45) and obtain solution

λij = −(H ,qF,q)
−1Sij + 1

2 (H ,sF,s)
−2

(
F,i H ,rSrj + F,j H ,rSri

)

− 1
3 (H ,qF,q)

−3F,iF,j H ,rSrsH
,s

(49)

of Eq. (42). Relation (49) may be expressed more concisely in terms of normalized
gradient (29),

λij = (H ,qF,q)
−1

[
−Sij + 1

2

(
Ni H ,rSrj + Nj H ,rSri

)
− 1

3NiNj H ,rSrsH
,s
]

, (50)
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where Sij is given by definition (43). Relation (38) with Eqs (39) and (50) represents
the explicit equation for the transformation of the third–order derivatives of travel
time at a curved interface between two arbitrary media.

Note that transformation relation (38) with inserted Lagrange multipliers (50)
reads

τ,ijk = Tijk − NiSjk − NjSik − NkSij

+ NiNjH
,rSrk + NiNkH ,rSrj + NjNkH ,rSri

− NiNjNk H ,rSrsH
,s .

(51)

6. TRANSFORMATION OF THE FOURTH–ORDER
DERIVATIVES OF TRAVEL TIME

We differentiate condition (33) with respect to xl under constraint (1) and obtain
condition

τ,ijkl = τ̃,ijkl + F,ijkl λ

+ F,ijk λ,l + F,ijl λ,k + F,ikl λ,j + F,jkl λi

+ F,ij λ,kl + F,ik λ,jl + F,jk λi,l + F,il λ,jk + F,jl λi,k + F,kl λij

+ F,i λ,jkl + F,j λi,kl + F,k λij,l + F,l λijk ,

(52)

where λijk = λijk(xm, fµ) is the corresponding Lagrange multiplier. These Lagrange

multipliers are defined for xm satisfying constraint (1).
Since τ,ijkl is symmetric with respect to its subscripts,

NakEblτ,ijkl = NakEblτ,ijlk . (53)

We insert condition (52) into relation (53), and arrive at

Ealλij,l = Ealλijl . (54)

Since Nalλij,l is not defined, we may put

Nalλij,l = Nalλijl . (55)

The summation of conditions (54) and (55) yields

λij,k = λijk . (56)

We insert Eqs (17), (37) and (56) into relation (52),

τ,ijkl = Tijkl + F,i λjkl + F,j λikl + F,k λijl + F,l λijk , (57)

where the values of

Tijkl = τ̃,ijkl + F,ijkl λ

+ F,ijk λl + F,ijl λk + F,ikl λj + F,jkl λi

+ F,ij λkl + F,ik λjl + F,jk λil + F,il λjk + F,jl λik + F,kl λij

(58)
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are known. Lagrange multiplier λ is determined by Eq. (9), and is used in trans-
formation relation (10) for the first–order derivatives. Lagrange multipliers λi are
given by relation (30), and are used in transformation relation (18) for the second–
order derivatives. Lagrange multipliers λij are given by relation (50), and are used

in transformation relation (38) for the third–order derivatives.
We differentiate identity (40) with respect to xk,

H,ijk + H
,r
ij τ,rk + H

,r
ikτ,rj + H

,r
jkτ,ri

+ H
,rs
i τ,rjτ,sk + H

,rs
j τ,riτ,sk + H

,rs
k τ,riτ,sj + H ,rstτ,riτ,sjτ,tk

+ H
,r
i τ,rjk + H

,r
j τ,rik + H

,r
k τ,rij

+ H ,rsτ,riτ,sjk + H ,rsτ,rjτ,sik + H ,rsτ,rkτ,sij + H ,rτ,rijk = 0 .

(59)

We insert Eq. (57) into Eq. (59), and arrive at

H ,rF,r λijk + F,i H ,rλrjk + F,j H ,rλrik + F,k H ,rλrij = −Sijk , (60)

where

Sijk = H,ijk + H
,r
ij τ,rk + H

,r
ikτ,rj + H

,r
jkτ,ri

+ H
,rs
i τ,rjτ,sk + H

,rs
j τ,riτ,sk + H

,rs
k τ,riτ,sj + H ,rstτ,riτ,sjτ,tk

+ H
,r
i τ,rjk + H

,r
j τ,rik + H

,r
k τ,rij

+ H ,rsτ,riτ,sjk + H ,rsτ,rjτ,sik + H ,rsτ,rkτ,sij + H ,rT,rijk .

(61)

Analogously to Eq. (45), we shall search for the solution of Eq. (60) in the form

λijk = −(H ,qF,q)
−1Sijk + F,iAjk + F,jAik + F,kAij

+ F,iF,jAk + F,iF,kAj + F,jF,kAi + F,iF,jF,kA .
(62)

Here we use unknowns A, Ai and Aij in expression (62) only locally: they have no

relation to A and Ai used locally in the previous section. We insert Eq. (62) into
Eq. (60),

−Sijk − (H ,qF,q)
−1

(
F,i H ,rSrjk + F,j H ,rSrik + F,k H ,rSrij

)

+ 2H ,rF,r

(
F,iAjk + F,jAik + F,kAij

)

+ 2
(
F,iF,jH

,rArk + F,iF,kH ,rArj + F,jF,kH ,rAri

)

+ 3H ,rF,r

(
F,iF,jAk + F,iF,kAj + F,jF,kAi

)

+ 3F,iF,jF,k H ,rAr + 4H ,rF,r F,iF,jF,kA = −Sijk .

(63)

We fit the terms with single gradient F,i by

Aij = 1
2 (H ,qF,q)

−2H ,rSrij , (64)
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then the terms with dyadic product F,iF,j by

Ai = − 2
3 (H ,qF,q)

−1H ,rAri = − 1
3 (H ,qF,q)

−3H ,rH ,sSrsi , (65)

and then the terms with triadic product F,iF,jF,k by

A = − 3
4 (H ,qF,q)

−1H ,rAr = 1
4 (H ,qF,q)

−4H ,rH ,sH ,tSrst . (66)

We insert Eqs (64), (65) and (66) into Eq. (62) and obtain solution

λijk = −(H ,qF,q)
−1Sijk + 1

2 (H ,qF,q)
−2

(
F,i H ,rSrjk + F,j H ,rSrik + F,k H ,rSrjk

)

− 1
3 (H ,qF,q)

−3H ,rH ,s
(
F,iF,jSrsk + F,iF,kSrsj + F,jF,kSrsi

)

+ 1
4 (H ,qF,q)

−4F,iF,jF,k H ,rH ,sH ,tSrst

(67)
of Eq. (60). Relation (67) may be expressed more concisely in terms of normalized
gradient (29),

λijk = (H ,qF,q)
−1

[
− Sijk + 1

2

(
Ni H ,rSrjk + Nj H ,rSrik + Nk H ,rSrjk

)

− 1
3H ,rH ,s

(
NiNjSrsk + NiNkSrsj + NjNkSrsi

)

+ 1
4NiNjNk H ,rH ,sH ,tSrst

]
,

(68)

where Sijk is given by definition (61). Relation (57) with Eqs (58) and (68) represents
the explicit relation for the transformation of the fourth–order derivatives of travel
time at a curved interface between two arbitrary media.

Note that transformation relation (57) with inserted Lagrange multipliers (68)
reads

τ,ijkl = Tijkl − NiSjkl − NjSikl − NkSijl − NlSijk

+ NiNjH
,rSrkl + NiNkH ,rSrjl + NiNlH

,rSrjk

+ NjNkH ,rSril + NjNlH
,rSrik + NkNlH

,rSrij

− H ,rH ,s
(
NiNjNkSrsl + NiNjNlSrsk + NiNkNlSrsj + NjNkNlSrsi

)

+ NiNjNkNl H
,rH ,sH ,tSrst .

(69)

7. TRANSFORMATION OF HIGHER–ORDER
DERIVATIVES OF TRAVEL TIME

For higher–order derivatives, we obtain transformation relation

τ,ij...mn = T,ij...mn +
∑

{a}⊂{ij...mn}

{b...h}={ij...mn}\{a}

F,a λb...h (70)
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analogous to Eqs (18), (38) and (57). Here {ij...mn} represents the set of indices i, j,
..., m, n, and

∑
{a}⊂{ij...mn} implies the summation over all single–element subsets

of set {ij...mn}, i.e. over the subscripts of τ,ij...mn. Notation {b...h} = {ij...mn}\{a}
means that b...h represents all indices other than a.

In transformation relation (70), we have put

T,ij...mn = τ̃,ij...mn + F,ij...mn λ

+
∑

{a}⊂{ij...mn}

{b...h}={ij...mn}\{a}

F,b...h λa

+
∑

{ab}⊂{ij...mn}

{c...h}={ij...mn}\{ab}

F,c...h λab

+
∑

{abc}⊂{ij...mn}

{d...h}={ij...mn}\{abc}

F,d...h λabc

...

+
∑

{gh}⊂{ij...mn}

{a...f}={ij...mn}\{gh}

F,gh λa...f

(71)

analogously to definitions (19), (39) and (58). Here
∑

{ab}⊂{ij...mn} implies the

summation over all two–element subsets of set {ij...mn}, and {c...h} = {ij...mn}\
{ab} means that c...h represents all indices other than a and b. The values of all
Lagrange multipliers in relation (71) are known from the transformations of the
derivatives of orders lower than τ,ij...mn.

We then differentiate Hamilton–Jacobi equation (3) with respect to xi, xj , ...,
xm, insert transformation relation (70) for τ,ij...mr, and obtain identity

H ,rF,r λij...m +
∑

{a}⊂{ij...m}

{b...h}={ij...m}\{a}

F,a λb...hrH
,r = −Sij...m (72)

for Lagrange multipliers λij...m, where

Sij...m =

(
∂

∂xi
+τ,ir

∂

∂pr

)(
∂

∂xj
+τ,js

∂

∂ps

)
...

(
∂

∂xm
+τ,mz

∂

∂pz

)
H

− τ,ij...mrH
,r + T,ij...mrH

,r

(73)

represents the generalization of definitions (24), (43) and (61) to higher–order deriva-
tives. Definition (73) contains the derivatives of orders lower than τ,ij...mn only.
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The Lagrange multipliers in relation (70) for the transformation of the higher–
order derivatives of travel time at a curved interface between two arbitrary media
then read

λij...m = (H ,qF,q)
−1

[
− Sij...m

+ 1
2

∑

{a}⊂{ij...m}

{b...h}={ij...m}\{a}

Na H ,rSrb...h

− 1
3

∑

{ab}⊂{ij...m}

{c...h}={ij...m}\{ab}

NaNb H ,rH ,sSrsc...h

+ 1
4

∑

{abc}⊂{ij...m}

{d...h}={ij...m}\{abc}

NaNbNc H ,rH ,sH ,tSrstd...h

...

+ (−1)K

K
NiNj ...Nm H ,rH ,s...H ,zSrs...z

]
,

(74)

where K is the order of derivative τ,ij...mn. We may easily check that Lagrange

multipliers (74) satisfy identity (72). Relation (74) represents the generalization of
relations (30), (50) and (68) to the higher–order derivatives.

Note that transformation relation (70) with inserted Lagrange multipliers (74)
reads

τ,ij...mn = Tij...mn −
∑

{a}⊂{ij...mn}

{b...h}={ij...mn}\{a}

Na Sb...h

+
∑

{ab}⊂{ij...mn}

{c...h}={ij...mn}\{ab}

NaNb H ,rSrc...h

−
∑

{abc}⊂{ij...mn}

{d...h}={ij...mn}\{abc}

NaNbNc H ,rH ,sSrsd...h

+
∑

{abcd}⊂{ij...mn}

{e...h}={ij...mn}\{abcd}

NaNbNcNd H ,rH ,sH ,tSrste...h

...

+ (−1)KNiNj...NmNn H ,rH ,s...H ,zSrs...z ,

(75)
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where K is the order of derivative τ,ij...mn. Transformation relation (75) represents

the generalization of transformation relations (32), (51) and (69) to the higher–order
derivatives.

8. EXAMPLES

In order to elucidate the notation used in this paper, let us present three very
simple applications of the first–order perturbation derivatives of travel time, the
imaginary first–order perturbation derivatives of the spatial gradient of travel time,
and the fourth–order and higher–order spatial derivatives of travel time.

8 . 1 . M i s p l a c e m e n t o f t h e i n t e r f a c e
d u e t o a n i n c o r r e c t l y k n o w n m e d i u m

We assume a ray corresponding to a wave reflected or refracted at an interface.
We assume that the total travel time from the source to the receiver is given. We
denote by τ̃ the travel time from the source to point xi of the interface, and by τ ′ the
travel time from point xi of the interface to the receiver. We consider perturbation
derivatives τ̃,α and τ ′

,α of these travel times due to the inaccurately known media in
which travel times τ̃ and τ ′ are calculated. The inaccurately known media then result
in the perturbation of the correct position of the interface in order to preserve the
total travel time from the source to the receiver. The displacement of the interface
specified by constraint (1) is expressed in terms of perturbation derivative F,α.

The perturbation derivative of the given total travel time from the source to the
receiver, which is composed of τ̃,α, τ ′

,α and term τ,α−τ̃,α, determined by law (8), has
to vanish,

τ̃,α + τ ′
,α + F,α λ = 0 . (76)

Then
F,α = −(τ̃,α + τ ′

,α)λ−1 . (77)

We wish to determine perturbation derivative xi
,α of the displacement of point xi in

the direction perpendicular to the interface,

xi
,α = const F,i . (78)

Perturbation derivative of constraint (1) yields

F,i xi
,α + F,α = 0 . (79)

The above two relations result in expression

xi
,α = −F,α F,i (F,kF,k)−1 . (80)

We insert relation (77) into Eq. (80) and obtain

xi
,α = (τ̃,α + τ ′

,α)λ−1F,i (F,kF,k)−1 . (81)

We insert consequence
F,i = (τ,i−τ̃,i)λ−1 (82)
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of Snell’s law (7) into Eq. (81) and arrive at

xi
,α = (τ̃,α + τ ′

,α)(τ,i−τ̃,i)λ−2(F,kF,k)−1 . (83)

Lagrange multiplier λ can be calculated from incident travel–time gradient τ̃,i and
transformed travel–time gradient τ,i using Snell’s law (7) as

λ2 = (τ,j−τ̃,j)(τ,j−τ̃,j) (F,kF,k)−1 . (84)

We insert relation (84) into Eq. (83), and obtain expression

xi
,α = (τ̃,α + τ ′

,α) (τ,i−τ̃,i) [(τ,k−τ̃,k)(τ,k−τ̃,k)]−1 (85)

for the perturbation derivative of the displacement of point xi of the interface in the
direction perpendicular to the interface.

8 . 2 . P e r t u r b a t i o n e x p a n s i o n o f c o m p l e x – va l u e d
t r a v e l t i m e a l o n g r e a l – va l u e d r e f e r e n c e r a y s

We consider a complex–valued Hamiltonian function H(xm, pn) of real–valued
spatial coordinates xm and of complex–valued slowness vector pn. We assume
that H(xm, pn) is a holomorphic function of pn in the domain of our interest.
The rays corresponding to complex–valued Hamiltonian function H(xm, pn) are
complex–valued. Unfortunately, in most practical applications, we are not able to
evaluate Hamiltonian function H(xm, pn) and its phase–space derivatives at imag-
inary positions xm. We thus need real–valued reference rays yielding real–valued
reference travel time, and the perturbation expansion from the real–valued reference
travel time to the complex–valued travel time corresponding to Hamiltonian function
H(xm, pn).

We choose the reference Hamiltonian function H(xm, pn) for tracing the real–
valued reference rays according to Klimeš and Klimeš (2011, Eq. 7). The corre-
sponding one–parametric perturbation Hamiltonian function H(xm, pn, fα) is linear
with respect to perturbation parameter fα, for fα = 0 is equal to the reference
Hamiltonian function H(xm, pn),

H(xm, pn, 0) = H(xm, pn) , (86)

and for fα = 1 yields

H(xm, pn, 1) = H(xm, pn) . (87)

The values of the reference Hamiltonian function and its phase–space derivatives for
real–valued slowness vector pn read (Klimeš and Klimeš, 2011, Eqs 10–11 )

H
,a...h
,i...n (xr, ps, 0) = Re

[
H,a...h

,i...n (xr , ps)
]

. (88)

The values of the first–order perturbation derivatives of the reference Hamiltonian
function and its phase–space derivatives for real–valued slowness vector pn read
(Klimeš and Klimeš, 2011, Eqs 12–13 )

H
,a...h
,i...nα(xr, ps, 0) = i Im

[
H,a...h

,i...n (xr , ps)
]

. (89)
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All second–order and higher–order perturbation derivatives of the reference Hamil-
tonian function and its phase–space derivatives vanish (Klimeš and Klimeš, 2011,
Eqs 14–15 ). The first–order phase–space derivatives

H,i(x
r , ps, 0) = Re

[
H,i(x

r , ps)
]

(90)

and
H ,a(xr , ps, 0) = Re

[
H,a(xr, ps)

]
(91)

are used to trace the reference rays (Klimeš and Klimeš, 2011, Eqs 19–20 ). The
first–order perturbation derivative

H,α(xr , ps, 0) = i Im
[
H(xr, ps)

]
(92)

is required for calculating the linear term τ,α in the perturbation expansion of the
complex–valued travel time along real–valued rays.

The interface is assumed to be independent of the perturbation parameter fα,

F,α = 0 (93)

and
F,iα = 0 . (94)

Transformation relation (8) then yields τ,α = τ̃,α for the linear term in the pertur-
bation expansion of the complex–valued travel time along real–valued rays.

We shall now study the transformation of the linear term τ,iα in the perturbation
expansion of the complex–valued travel–time gradient along real–valued reference
rays. When we insert

Nα = 0 (95)

resulting from definition (29) with assumption (93), transformation relation (32)
simplifies to

τ,iα = Tiα − NiSα . (96)

Definition (19) with assumption (94) reads

Tiα = τ̃,iα . (97)

Definition (24) with relation (97) reads

Sα = H,α + H ,r τ̃,rα . (98)

Transformation relation (96) with relations (97) and (98) reads

τ,iα = τ̃,iα − Ni (H,α + H ,rτ̃,rα) , (99)

which represents the final transformation relation for the linear term τ,iα in the per-
turbation expansion of the complex–valued travel–time gradient along real–valued
reference rays. Here H ,r is determined by definition (91) and H,α by definition (92).

If we consider any vector ti tangent to the interface,

Ni ti = 0 , (100)

we observe that
ti τ,iα = ti τ̃,iα , (101)
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which is a direct consequence of condition (4). We also observe that

H ,i τ,iα = −H,α , (102)

see definition (29), which directly follows from differentiating Hamilton–Jacobi equa-
tion (3) with respect to fα, see identity (20). Note that transformation relation (99)
could also be obtained directly from identities (101) and (102).

8 . 3 . P a r a x i a l S u p e r – G a u s s i a n b e a m s

Paraxial Super–Gaussian beams of the N th order, N = 4, 6, 8, ..., have real–valued
spatial derivatives of travel time up to the (N−1)st order, and complex–valued spatial
derivatives of travel time of the N th order in smooth media (Klimeš, 2013 ).

We assume that the central rays of paraxial Super–Gaussian beams are real–
valued and correspond to real–valued Hamiltonian functions of real–valued coordi-
nates and real–valued slowness vectors, with real–valued phase–space derivatives of
the Hamiltonian functions.

Let us now inspect the transformation of paraxial Super–Gaussian beams of the
N th order at a smooth interface. For this study, we consider the spatial derivatives
of travel time only. All spatial derivatives of function F describing the interface are
real–valued.

For the transformation of the derivatives of travel time up to the (N−1)st order,
the right–hand sides of definition (73) contain just the real–valued spatial derivatives
of travel time, and thus

Im(Sij...m) = 0 . (103)

As a consequence, relation (74) yields

Im(λij...m) = 0 . (104)

Relation (71) then yields

Im(T,ij...mn) = 0 . (105)

Transformation relation (70) with identities (104) and (105) finally yields

Im(τ,ij...mn) = 0 . (106)

We observe that Super–Gaussian beams of the N th order remain Super–Gaussian
beams of the N th order after the transformation at a smooth interface.

Let us now study the transformation of the imaginary parts of the spatial deriva-
tives of travel time of the N th order. In this case, definition (73) yields

Im(Sij...m) = Im(T,ij...mr)H ,r . (107)

Considering identities (104), relation (71) yields

Im(T,ij...mn) = Im(τ̃,ij...mn) . (108)

Identity (107) with relation (108) reads

Im(Sij...m) = Im(τ̃,ij...mr)H ,r . (109)
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We insert identities (108) and (109) into transformation relation (75) and obtain
relation

Im(τ,ij...mn) = (δr
i −NiH

,r)(δs
j −NjH

,s)...(δy
m−NmH ,y)(δz

n−NnH ,z) Im(τ̃,rs...yz)
(110)

for the transformation of paraxial Super–Gaussian beams of the N th order at a
smooth interface.

Considering definition (29), we observe that

Im(τ,ij...mn)H ,n = 0 , (111)

which also directly follows from differentiating Hamilton–Jacobi equation (3) with
respect to xi, xj , ..., xm. If we consider N arbitrary vectors ti1, t

j
2, ..., tmN−1, tnN

tangent to the interface,

Ni tia = 0 , (112)

we also observe that

Im(τ,ij...mn) ti1t
j
2...t

m
N−1t

n
N = Im(τ̃,ij...mn) ti1t

j
2...t

m
N−1t

n
N , (113)

which is a direct consequence of condition (4). Note that transformation relation
(110) could also be obtained directly from identities (111) and (113).

9. CONCLUSIONS

In smooth media, the third–order and higher–order spatial derivatives of travel
time and all perturbation derivatives of travel time can be calculated along unper-
turbed rays by simple numerical quadratures using the equations derived by Klimeš
(2002a).

If the structure contains smooth interfaces between layers or blocks, these deriva-
tives of travel time have to be transformed at the interfaces. In this paper, we
have derived explicit equations for transforming all these derivatives of travel time
at the interfaces. The equations are applicable to both real–valued and complex–
valued travel time. The equations are expressed in terms of a general Hamiltonian
function and are applicable to travel–time derivatives of arbitrary orders in smooth
heterogeneous media, both isotropic and arbitrarily anisotropic or bianisotropic.
The interface represents the surface at which the Hamiltonian function or its partial
derivatives of an arbitrary order may be discontinuous. The interface is specified
by an implicit equation. No local coordinates are needed for the transformation of
travel–time derivatives.

The derived equations may have many applications. Let us mention two exam-
ples. The spatial fourth–order derivatives of travel time are necessary for calculating
the first–order term of the ray series in order to estimate the accuracy of the zero–
order ray theory. The fourth–order and higher–order derivatives of travel time are
essential for studying the paraxial Super–Gaussian beams (Klimeš, 2013 ).
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